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INTRODUCTION

Dear Merkur Gaming Customers and Business Partners,
It is our very great pleasure to welcome you to the 2018 edition of Global Gaming Expo (G2E) on behalf
of Merkur Gaming, the international manufacturing and commercial arm of the Gauselmann Group.
We are totally dedicated to our high values of made-in-Germany quality engineering standards,
outstanding customer service and a truly diverse product portfolio.
So it is with great pride that we present our very latest product brochure that features our newly
enhanced cabinet range together with our latest new games portfolio.
2017 was a milestone year for Merkur Gaming as we celebrated the 60th anniversary of the Gauselmann
Group and 40 years of the Merkur Gaming brand as we continued, through innovation and expansion,
to write new success stories in key gaming markets around the world. Now, here at G2E 2018 in Las
Vegas, we invite you, our customers and business partners, to join us in this great adventure as we once
again demonstrate that, as always, games are in our DNA and the Merkur Gaming created games
content is tailor made for the most important business of all: YOURS!
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Thanks to the global reach of Merkur Gaming’s international research and development facilities our
games portfolio is as diverse as it is entertaining. Check out our latest titles here at G2E: great titles that
are sure to become operators’ favourites throughout the world of gaming. Look out for Asian Towers,
Big Deal Wheel, Crash Stacks, Jewels of the Nile, Neon Panther, Savanna Stampede, Secret Area 150
and Western Pacific among more than 120 other exciting titles that will all be available to see and play.
Capture their excitement, enjoy their entertainment, our game innovations are at your command.
Great Games of course demand great cabinets and, here at G2E, Merkur Gaming will for the first time
display the latest addition to its hugely successful product range. To be unveiled as G2E opens its doors
will be a curved screen cabinet Allegro that will supplement, and add an entire new dimension to, the
existing winning range of Avantgarde, Avantgarde Trio, Merkurstar, Evostar and Evostar Trio.
Incorporating numerous technology enhancements, Merkur Gaming is proud to present it’s full range
of G2S compatible gaming machines.
Along with the key factor of game development the core competence of Merkur Gaming is the empirical
value of the Gauselmann Group as your strategic partner. With a progressive increase in our own
operations, now more than 14,000 employees worldwide, our market leadership in Germany and
across Europe as well as continuing development and expansion throughout the Americas, Merkur
Gaming and the Gauselmann Group are rightly acclaimed as one of the most experienced and dynamic
forces in world gaming.
Thank You for your continued support of the Merkur Gaming brand and the entire Gauselmann Group:
always your number one choice.
With our best regards,

Charles Hiten

Athanasios ‘Sakis’ Isaakidis

Chief Executive Officer,
Merkur Gaming Americas

Chief Executive, International
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CABINETS

CABINETS

Curvy, elegant and modern - these characteristics define the Avantgarde Trio perfectly.
The Avantgarde Trio sets new high standards of integrated design and with its third high
definition screen provides the opportunity to display video content and / or embedded Jackpot
signage for the overall gaming experience.

Avantgarde Trio features:
• Quality gaming machine cabinet featuring three gloss-finish
27” Full HD wide-screen monitors
• Distinctive, unique and innovative design
• Brilliant colour effects around the monitors that fully
maximize the overall HD technology package
• High-performance multi-game enabled technology platform
• Excellent acoustical and powerful sound
• Ergonomic design for total player comfort
• Easy access to all technical components
• Compatible with all major online systems
• Proven German innovation and top quality manufacturing
• Video button Panel (option)

2240 mm
88.19 in.
797 mm
31.38 in.

Our world class innovative upright gaming machine, the Evostar Trio, offers not just a
dynamic modern look and absolute player comfort – but also features a built-in USB
port to charge a mobile phone during game play. Evostar Trio is modern technology
combined with an additional enjoy factor – discover the benefits of these evolutionary
cabinets: not just for your casino floor but also for the game time satisfaction of your
players.

Evostar Trio features:
• Quality gaming machine cabinet featuring three gloss-finish
24” Full HD wide-scree monitors with outstanding lighting
effects around the monitors
• Distinctive, modern and attractive design
• Overall HD technology package
• USB port for mobile phone charging
• High-performance multi-game enabled technology platform
• Excellent acoustics and powerful sound
• Creative design that ensures total player comfort
• Easy service access to all technical components
• Compatible with all major online systems
• Proven German innovation and top quality manufacturing
• Video button Panel (option)

1506 mm
59.29 in.
627 mm
24.69 in.
651 mm
25.63 in.

696 mm
27.40 in.
218 kg
481 lbs

105 kg
231 lbs

450 mm
17.72 in.

POWERED BY MERKUR
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CABINETS

Merkurstar stands out immediately thanks to its distinctive modern look
and feel. Combined with its outstanding ease of servicing and total
player comfort design the Merkurstar is simply in a class all of its own.

The combination of exceptional design and optimal HD gaming experience is what makes
the Avantgarde stand out. The modern look and feel is captivating. Together with the
advanced ergonomic design concept it assures total player comfort.

merkurstar features:

Avantgarde features:

• Quality gaming machine cabinet featuring two gloss-finish
24” Full HD wide-screen monitors
• Dynamic 19,5” display
• Distinctive, modern and attractive design
• Brilliant colour effects around the monitors that compliment
the overall HD technology package
• High-performance multi-game enabled technology platform
• Excellent acoustics and powerful sound
• Creative design that ensures total player comfort
• Easy service access to all technical components
• Compatible with all major online systems
• Proven German innovation and top quality manufacturing

• Quality gaming machine cabinet with two gloss-finish
27” Full HD wide-screen monitors
• Dynamic 21,5” display
• Distinctive, unique and innovative design
• Brilliant colour effects around the monitors that fully maximise
the overall HD technology package
• High-performance multi-game enabled technology platform
• Superb acoustical ambience and powerful sound
• Ergonomic design for total player comfort
• Easy access to all technical components
• Compatible with all major online systems
• Proven German innovation and top quality manufacturing
• Video button Panel (option)

1920 mm
75.59 in.
677 mm
26.65 in.

2173 mm
85.55 in.
788 mm
31.02 in.

634 mm
24.96 in.
125 kg
276 lbs

748 mm
29.44 in.
450 mm
17.72 in.

Height
without topper:
1546 mm
60.87 in.

208 kg
459 lbs

Height
without topper:
1861 mm
73.27 in.

POWERED BY MERKUR
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CABINETS

Where passion and fascination come together – Allegro embodies the
pure MERKUR spirit. Timeless design that incorporates clear curves
ensures that players and their emotions are the centre of attention.

Allegro features:
•
•
•
•

High-class Casino cabinet
One 43” curved Ultra HD monitor
Dynamic 23,8” display
Ergonomic design assuring perfect seating
and player comfort
• Attractive lighting concept in curved shape
• Latest Gforce Ultra HD multigame technology platform
• Video button Panel (option)

2056 mm
80.94 in.
782 mm
30.78 in.

662 mm
26.06 in.
197 kg
434 lbs
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MULTI -GAMES

Volatility
RTP (%): 82/88–97 (each step 1%)

221b Baker Street

The inspector is sneaking through London's
streets. Off you go! Join him. He is chasing
a dubious gentleman. He won't stop until
they have their showdown in Baker street.

is scattered and pays on any position
on screen.
substitues all symbols, except 		
and
.

Base Game

Achilla

Choose your weapons on your way to
meet Achilla. She will reward you with the
Superspin Feature.

Duel Bonus

BigBen Feature

5 Reels.
5, 10, 15 or 20 Lines
(selectable by operator).

3x, 4x or 5x
awards 2 to 2, 6 to 14 or
10 to 20 free games.
Free games can be retriggered.
Each free game awards an additional bonus.

3x
on a winning line triggers free games.
Choose one symbol to determine amount
of free games and multiplier.

Volatility
RTP (%): 92/94/96/98

Base Game

Features

5 Reels.
243 ways.
substitutes all symbols.
appears on reel 2, 3, 4 and 5.

Superspin Feature:
- Win symbols stay and other symbols
respin as long as the win increases.

3x
triggers the Duel Bonus.
Choose one of the three symbols to
determine amount of duels.
Choose the win or proceed to the next duel.

:

ilable as

also ava

7 Wild

20

7 Wild

Let the 7 go wild and make that lucky
number declare open season on big wins.

:

ilable as

also ava

40
7 Wild

Base Game
5 Reels.
5, 10 or 20 Lines.

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Wild
	

substitutes for all symbols.

Volatility
RTP (%):  92/94/96/98

Æerik

The Viking ship takes you out into the open
sea. Its destination is a safe haven where
up to one hundred free games are waiting
for you.

Base Game
5 Reels.
40, 50 or 100 Lines
(selectable by operator).
substitutes all symbols, except

Free Games
3x or more
awards 10, 25 or 100
free games.
Free games can be retriggered.
.

Features
Up to 100 Free Games with stacked wilds.
Stacked top symbol both in base games 		
and free games.
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MULTI -GAMES

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Age of Machines

Will machines take control of the world
sometime? In the first step they make your
wins shoot up. If you get through to the
free games nothing will stop you from
igniting the turbo!

Base Game

Free Games

5 Reels.
30, 50 or 100 Lines
(selectable by operator).
pays on any position on screen.

Wild
substitutes all symbols except

Volatility
RTP (%): 82/85–97 (each step 1%)

Amazing Mr. Sevens

Mr. Seven and his friends provide plenty of
fun and guarantee fruity wins!

.

3, 4 or 5x scattered
awards 8, 10 or 15
free games respectively.
During free games
pays also when
appearing 1x or 2x.
If
appears at least once on every reel
the total win amount, is randomly
multiplied by 3, 5, 10 or 20 at the end of
the free games.

Base Game
3 Reels.
27 Lines.

Wild
substitutes for all symbols.

Volatility
RTP (%): 82/85–97 (each step 1%)

Ancient Riches

The brave warrior not only protects the
beautiful lady of the game, but also helps
you achieve high profits.

Base Game

is the top symbol and appears in block

5 Reels.
10, 20 or 30 Lines
(selectable by operator).
is scattered.

on all reels.

Free Games
3, 4 or 5x scattered

Wild
	

substitutes all symbols except

.

appears in blocks on all reels in free games.
Free games can be retriggered.

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Asian Challenge

Rubbing the stomach of a Buddha brings
good luck – possibly he can also help with
big wins.

awards 10, 25 or 100

free games.

Base Game
5 Reels.
30 or 40 Lines (selectable by operator).
is scattered and pays at any position
on screen.

Surrounding Wild
substitutes for all symbols except
and expands over all surrounding symbols.

Free Games
3x, 4x or 5x scattered
awards 10, 20,
100 free games respectively.
Free games can be retriggered.
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MULTI -GAMES

Bahama Roulette

Have some fun at the roulette table and
enjoy a nice evening!

Blazing Sparkle

Base Game

14

Rockabilly music makes the fruits dance
over the screen. The bigger the fruit the
higher the win. Reach out for the real
big chance: Five diamonds in line is what
brings you not only a sparkling screen but
blazing wins.

Single Zero Roulette.
One click selection for orphelins, zero
game, big series and 5/8 series games.

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Beat the Devil

Ladybug, coin and four-leafed clover are
popular lucky charms. They literally take
you to your winning as they climb the
respective tower. The smiley also increases
all towers by one level. But watch out for
the devil who resets all of them at once.
From an instant win to instant loss means
that all bets are off.

Volatility
RTP (%): 82–97 (each step 1%)

Base Game
1 Reel.
resets all towers.

Wild
increases all towers by one level.

Feature
Reach the top of all towers to win the
jackpot.

Base Game
5 Reels.
40 Lines.

,
and
are wild and
substitute for all symbols.
,
and
appear on reel 1 only.

Volatility
RTP (%): 85–98 (each step 1%)

Blazing Star

Invoking time-honoured traditions that
combine nostalgic warmth with tastey
gaming entertainment. Blazing Star offers
classic fruit symbols with a special top
symbol, resulting in a delicious treat!

Wild

Base Game
5 Reels.
5 Lines.
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Volatility
RTP (%): 92/94/95/96/97

Brilliant Sparkle

Diamonds are a girl’s best friend, and you’ll
discover why in this thrilling game that
surrounds you with endless precious jewels.

Base Game
5 Reels.
10 Lines.

discover why in this thrilling game that
surrounds you with endless precious jewels.
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,
,
are wild and substitute
for all symbols.
,
,
multiply the substituted
win by 5, 3 or 2 respectively.
,
,
appear on reel 1 only.

Volatility
RTP (%): 82/85–97 (each step 1%)

Brilliant Sparkle 81

Diamonds are a girl’s best friend, and you’ll

Wild

Base Game
4 Reels.
81 Lines.

Wild
,
,
are wild and substitute
for all symbols.
,
,
multiply the substituted
win by 5, 3 or 2 respectively.
,
,
appear on reel 1 only.

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Brynhild

The legendary Brynhild is not only the
legend of a powerful woman but now also
clears the way to big wins.

Base Game

wins approach you. If they come in threes
the Impact bonus awaits you with plenty of

substitutes for all symbols except

.

Volatility
RTP (%): 82/85–97 (each step 1%)

Cash Impact

The asteroid approaches the earth as the

Wild

5 Reels.
40 Lines.
is the scatter symbol and pays at
any position on screen.

Base Game
5 Reels.
5 Lines.

Free Games
3x

anywhere starts the IMPACT BONUS.

wild symbols.

Wild
substitutes for all symbols.
appears only on reel 1, 3 and 5.
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Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Cash Line 27

The name says it all. Put the symbols in the
correct order and with luck the CashLine
will take its course.

Base Game
3 Reels.
27 Lines.

Classic Roulette

Have some fun at the roulette table!

Wild
2 or more

award a Mystery Win.

Volatility
RTP (%): 85–98 (each step 1%)

Coin of Gods

Be a guest of the Greek Gods and discover
their winning secrets.

Base Game
10 Lines.
A win is paid starting from 2 lines
showing 4x
.
The total win depends on the number of
concurrent lines showing 4x
.

Volatility
RTP (%): 89/90/92–97 (each step 1 %)

Convertus Aurum

Base Game
Single zero roulette.
One click selection for orphelins, zero
game, big series and 5/8 series games.

Heat up the magic pot to boiling point in
the magical and mystical world and reach
free games to achieve higher wins.

Base Game

Free Games

5 Reels.
10 Lines.
pays on any position on screen.

3, 4 and 5x
awards 10, 15 and 30
free games.
converts , , ,
and
into GOLD.

Wild
substitutes for all symbols except
only appears on reels 2, 3 and 4.

18
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MULTI -GAMES

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Criss Cross 64

The lucky symbols are mixed up on the
screen... put them in the right order and
achieve high profits.

Deep Sea Treasure

Base Game

Make a dive in the wonderful world of the deep
ocean and leave the reality of dry land behind.
Between fish and other cute sea dwellers
you must angle for the wins. In the OCTOPUS
BONUS you can use the large number of
tentacles of the octopus to grab your big win.

3 Reels.
64 Lines.

Base Game
5 Reels.
30 Lines.

Volatility
RTP (%): 85–98 (each step 1%)

Daring Darlings

Sweet… sweeter… Daring Darlings. Could
you imagine anything better than the

Wild

➞

substitutes for all symbols.

combination of beautiful girls and fruits
with chocolate?

Base Game
5 Reels.
5, 10, 20, 30, 40 or 50 Lines (selectable
by operator).

20

Free Games
3x, 4x or 5x
on screen triggers 10, 20
or 50 free games respectively.
The player selects one of the 3 symbol
categories: Fruits, Gems or Girls. All symbols
of that category are unified into one for the
free games:

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Wild

Free Games
substitutes for all symbols except

Octopus Feature
3x scattered
on reels 2, 3 and 4
triggers the Octopus Feature.
Players can choose 3 to 5 times to take
the mystery win or reselect the offer.

Volatility

,
and
are unified to the
Fruits Symbol.
➞ ,
and
are unified to the
Gems Symbol.
➞
,
and
are unified to the
Girls Symbol.
Free games can be retriggered.

5x
on a winning line triggers 2 to 6
free games with multiplier 1x to 5x.
In free games all wins are multiplied
by determined multiplier.
In every free game player wins a
bonus prize of bet x multiplier.
Free games can be retriggered.

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Diamond & Fruits

A mix of styles makes for a pleasurable
playing experience as beautiful, exquisite
diamonds meet traditional and tasty fruit
symbols.

.

Base Game
3 Reels.
5 Lines.
is the additional symbol for fruit
symbols.
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Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Diamond & Fruits 27

A mix of styles makes for a pleasurable
playing experience as beautiful, exquisite
diamonds meet traditional and tasty fruit
symbols.

Base Game

The attraction of sparkling diamonds and
gold casts a spell over everyone!

22

Refresh your luck with this perfect
combination of classic symbols. With
Double Triple Chance, you can almost taste
those delicious cherries, juicy oranges and
sweet plums. With any luck, the sun will
shine for higher wins!

3x
awards 15 free games.
In free games all symbols win on 27 lines.
Free games can be retriggered.

Volatility
Volatility

Diamond & Gold

Double Triple Chance

Free Games

3 Reels.
5 Lines.

RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Wild
substitutes for all symbols except

Free Games
3x scattered
awards 5 free games.
During free games
is fixed on all 3
positions on reel 1 and 5.
Free games can be retriggered.

.

Spooky spooky everywhere ... do not be
afraid of the scary characters. Sit down
and let yourself be carried away into the
mystical world.

Base Game
5 Reels.
64 Lines.

If the running light stops on a red field, the
feature will end.
The Rewin Feature will take place a
maximum of 6 times.

3 Reels.
5 Lines.

Rewin Feature
A full screen triggers Rewin Feature.
If the running light stops on a green field,
the player will be awarded the amount of
his previous win in the base game and
the feature will start over.

Volatility
RTP (%): 87–97 (each step 1%)

Dragull

(20, 40 Lines)

5 Reels.
5, 10, 20 or 40 Lines
(selectable by operator).
Line wins are given from left to right and
from right to left.
is scattered and pays on any
position on screen.

Base Game

		

(5, 10 Lines)

Base Game

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Count Feature
Find 3 symbols of the same kind:
Up to 1 respin:
Each reel will start and
stop an additional time, if it shows no feature
symbol when stopping for the first time.
Up to 2 respins:
the same as above,
but each reel will respin for up to two
times. This bonus will overwrite up to 1
respin if that is active at the same time.

Respin transfer:
unused respins will be
used on the next reel. An amount will be
awarded for unused respins.
Extended reels: five additional feature
symbols will be added to each reel strip.
Wild:
an additional symbol will also
be interpreted as feature symbol, using the
pay table of the original feature symbol.
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:

ilable as

also ava

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Egypt Sun

Journey deep into Egypt’s fabled past,
pitting your wits against desert dangers
and searching for the scarab. Take the
chance to follow the pharaoh to the golden
treasure.

Base Game

Wild

5 Reels.
10, 20 or 40 Lines
(selectable by operator).

is scattered and pays on any position.
substitutes all symbols except
.

rst 20
ctric Bu

Ele

Electric Burst

Caution high voltage! For the maximum
excitement charge!

Base Game
	5 Reels.
10 Lines.

Volatility
RTP (%): 82/85–97 (each step 1%)

Wild
substitutes for all symbols.
	

expands to all positions on the same reel.

Free Games
3x, 4x or 5x
triggers 15 free games.
In free games all wins are tripled.
Free Games can be retriggered.

Volatility
RTP (%): 85–98 (each step 1%)

El Molinador

Arriba! Accompanied by authentic spanish
music you'll join the two fellows in ancient
Spain. The handsome young lady waves
you a kiss. Hurry up to find her. Andale!
Andale!

Wild

Base Game

Feature

	5 Reels.
	10, 20, 30, 40 or 50 Lines
(selected by operator).

24

	 , ,
are WILD.
	 , ,
appear only on reels 1, 3 and
5 respectively.

The feature is triggerd by , , .
	The player can choose 1 of 3 features:
	 : respectively 3 free games

➞ In each free game,

rides across all 3 		
		 symbol rows and randomly converts symbol
		 positions into WILD.
: respectively 4 free games
➞ In each free game, the giant juggles
		 4 or more WILD-symbols, which are
		 randomly placed on the 2nd, 3rd or 4th reel.
: respectively random number of free games
➞
rides his donkey in front of the reels, 		
		 luring him with a carrot.

Volatility
RTP (%): 82/85–97 (each step 1%)

Exo Team

It has long been known ... the aliens are
among us. Embark on the quest and they
will show you the way to big wins.

Base Game
	5 Reels.
20 Lines.

Wild
substitutes for all symbols except
.
In each game the
is randomly replaced
by another symbol before the start of win 		
evaluation.
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Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Extra Wild

A really classy game for all those who want
to make big profits. Scores of diamonds,
rubies, jewelry and piles of gold coins are
waiting to be transformed into credits.

Base Game

Wild

	5 Reels.
	5 or 10 lines available.

substitutes for symbols and
multiplies each award randomly by 2, 3 or 7.
Each

that is not substituting awards

the initial bet.

		

Fabulanimals

Fairy tales tell you that the forest is full of
wild animals. So is our game. But don’t be
scared: Mr. Fox and his fellows don’t want
you to get lost in the woods. They are your
key to some delicious winnings.

Base Game
	5 Reels.
	10, 20, 30, 40 or 50 Lines
(selectable by operator).

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Eye of Horus

The falcon-headed Horus was one of the
most significant gods of ancient Egypt. He
will upgrade your symbols on your way to
the golden Eye of Horus.

26

Base Game
	5 Reels.
	10 Lines.
	
expands and substitues all symbols
except
.

Free Games
3 or more
1x, 2x or 3x
games.

awards 12 free games.
trigger 1, 3 or 5 free

Volatility
RTP (%): 85–98 (each step 1%)

Wild
	

is scattered and pays on any position.
substitutes all symbols except
.

Free Games
3x
triggers 5 free games.
Pick 3
to reveal your bonus animals:
,
or
.

	3x
: 2 additional free games
	3x
: 5 additional free games
	3x
: 15 additional free games
	 ,
or
: 5 additional free games.
	3x
award additional 5 free games.

Volatility
RTP (%): 82/85–97 (each step 1%)

FireBurst

Put a fire arround the wild symbol and the
challenge is going to melt.

	Reveal 3 symbols of the same kind to win
additional free games:

Base Game
	5 Reels.
	10 Lines.

Wild
substitutes for all symbols.

27
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Volatility
RTP (%): 88–98 (each step 1 %)

Fishin' Frenzy

Be on a fishing trip on the high seas and
do not let any fish escape, for they will help
you to achieve high profits.

5 Reels.
10 Lines.
substitutes for all symbols, except

		

.

Base Game

Feature

5 Reels.
20 Lines.

3x
on reel 1 triggers feature.
2 respins, where all
and
will be
held.

Frooty Temptation

It is not easy to resist the frooty temptation.
You can try your luck, but be careful...the
cheeky fruits know what they are doing.

Base Game
	5 Reels.
	5 Lines.

substitutes for all symbols.
on all positions of reels 2, 3 and 4
multiplies the win.

Volatility
RTP (%): 89/90/92–97 (each step 1%)

Fruitinator

Fruits, fruits, fruits...is not just the motto for
a healthy life, but also to get high wins.

Wild

Base Game
5 Reels.
5 Lines.

Free Games

Wild
substitutes for all symbols except

28

3x, 4x or 5x
awards 10, 15 or 20 free
games respectively.
Each
appearing on screen, catches
any
that appear and adds their
corresponding amount to the win value.

Volatility
RTP (%): 82/88–97 (each step 1%)

Forbidden Princess

The beautiful warrior princess from the
future delivers not only by her pretty
appearance and joy, but also bestows high
profits.

Free Games

Base Game

Volatility
RTP (%): 85–98 (each step 1%)

.

3x scattered
on reel 1, 2 and 3 award
10 free games.
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Volatility
RTP (%): 82/85–97 (each step 1%)

Gemblitz

Clear forms, straight lines and simply
tremendous... this high voltage not
everyone can resist. The right mix helps to
high profits.

Base Game

Wild
substitutes for all symbols.

30

In each game the symbols on reels 1-4 may
randomly show
foreground symbol.
If the
apperas on reels 5, all symbols
showing the foreground
and the
award a random prize between 1x – 10x
total bet.

Volatility
RTP (%): 85–98 (each step 1%)

Gems of the Night

Late at night, fleet of foot and invisible
in the shadows, the black tomcat prowls.
Let his eyes guide your way to free games
that will give you the chance to multiply
your wins up to 9 times, echoing the cat’s
9 lives.

Ghost Slider

Bonus Game

5 Reels.
10 Lines.

Base Game
5 Reels.
10, 20, 30, 40 or 50 Lines
(selectable by operator).

Free Games

When the clock strikes midnight the three
sympathetic ghosts awake and help you
achieve the high profits.

Base Game

.

Wild

5 Reels.
10 Lines.

,
and
symbols.

substitute for all

Free Games
Depending on the number of slides 10, 20,
30, 40 or 50 free games.
Free games can be retriggered.

Volatility
RTP (%): 88–98 (each step 1%)

Gladiators

Wild
substitutes for all symbols except

Volatility
RTP (%): 82–96 (each step 1%)

Let‘s turn back time. Welcome to our
amphitheatre. Apart from lions and
chariots you must face the gladiator. When
expanded on the reel he comes to award
you, not to attack you.

Base Game
5 Reels.
5 Lines.
expands on entire reel and
substitutes all symbols.

3 or more
triggers 15 free games.
In each free game, all wins are randomly
multiplied by up to 9x.
Free games can be retriggered.
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Volatility
RTP (%): 82/85–97 (each step 1%)

Golden Mechanics

The steampunk girls gaze is as hot as a
steam-engine. Her goggles and wrench
are your tools to hot wins. The girl herself
makes your screen go wild. Your chance to
nail down the highest wins.

Base Game

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Golden Rocket

These rockets make the wins explode.

Base Game
	5 Reels.
	40 Lines.

Wild
	

substitutes for all symbols.

Feature
4x

on reel 1 triggers 4 ROCKET SPINS.

ROCKET SPINS are automatic respins.
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Golden Temptation

You might have thought the Garden of
Eden was forever lost, but in this game
you’ve stumbled upon it. Explore this
wondrous place and don’t be afraid to taste
the golden apple that helps you to become
a happy winner.

5 Reels.
20 Lines.
substitues all symbols.

and

are fixed in respins.

Volatility
RTP (%): 85–98 (each step 1%)

Base Game

Hawaiki – The Lost Island

Welcome to the jungle….when you just
need to get away from it all, you can spend
a little time on the lost island of Hawaiki.
Explore the wild jungle as you search for
the hidden treasure chest.

Base Game
5 Reels.
20 Lines.

Wild

5 Reels.
10, 20, 30, 40 or 50 Lines
(selectable by operator).

substitutes for all symbols.

Volatility
RTP (%): 82–96

Wild

➞ Collection of 10 scatters awards 2

substitutes for all symbols except
appears on reel 1, 3 and 5 only.

Free Games
3
triggers 10 free games.
Level 1: Treasure Quest
➞ Scatters are collected during level 1.

.

additional free games and you will
advance to level 2: The Treasure.
Level 2: The Treasure
➞ Only the following high paying symbols and
wild appear on the reels:
,
,
,
,
and
Additonal free games cannot be retriggered
in level 2
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Volatility
RTP (%): 90–97 (each step 1%)

Highway 81

Take the Highway’s fast lane to your wins.
Get going – there is no time to lose.

Base Game
4 Reels.
81 Lines.

Base Game
5 Reels.
40 Lines.
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substitutes for all symbols.
Each
in a winning combination
multiplies the win by 2.

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Hocus Pocus Deluxe

From dusty old times in forgotten libraries,
with secrets from the distant past, comes
the potential to master the magical. In
this exciting game, you are the enigmatic
magician, and it’s your job to conjure up
massive wins in the amazing bonus game!

Wild

Free Games

Wild
	

substitutes for all symbols except

Slide Feature
After each win, the winning symbols
disappear and new symbols slide in until
no win combination appears.

.

3x
on a selected winning line award 6
free games.
In free games 3x, 4x or 5x scattered
award additional free games.
In free games
,
and
are
scattered and pay on any position on screen.
If the total number of slides would exceed
10, the game is finished and the win is
multiplied by 2x.

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Illuminati

The world of the Illuminati is a special one.
But if you still dare to figure out how it
works, the Illuminati will reward you.

Base Game
5 Reels.
10 or 20 Lines
(selectable by operator).

substitutes for all symbols.
appears on reel 2 and 4 only.
tranforms other symbols into wild.
Any win is doubled while the
is visible.

Volatility

Indian Ruby

Explore the wondrous land of luck-bringing
elephants and rubies. The Indian Spirit will
guide you to wealth and prosperity.

Wild

RTP (%): 89–97

Base Game
5 Reels.
10 Lines.

Wild
appears on reels 2, 3, 4 and
substitutes for all symbols and also
DOUBLES the win.

Elephant Bonus
Two or more
trigger the respin
ELEPHANT BONUS.
All
and
are held as the remaining
symbols re-spin.
During reel spin, only
and
are
active to form winning combinations.
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Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Indian Soul

Discover the secret of harmony with nature.
The beautiful maiden will show you this
secret and guide you to the wins.

Base Game
5 Reels.
30, 40 or 50 Lines
(selectable by operator).

Wild
	

2x, 3x, 4x or 5x
on consecutive reels,
beginning with the leftmost reel trigger 6,
12, 20 or 50 free games respectively.
	During free games all wins are doubled.
Free games can be retriggered.

Jokernator

Experience the power of the magical dice
as you convered fruits into wild!

Wild

5 Reels.
5 Lines.

substitutes for all symbols.

Feature
When a dice rolls a
, any
symbol
appearing on that reel will become wild.

Volatility
RTP (%): 92/94/95/96

Base Game
5 Reels.
10 Lines.

Wild
is wild and substitutes for all symbols.
appears in groups of 3.

Volatility
RTP (%): 85–98 (each step 1%)

Jungle Aria

Do you hear the wild animals that live in
the deep, green jungle? Explore the natural
world and encounter the wins that are
hidden behind leaves, vines and bushes.

Base Game
5 Reels.
10, 20, 30, 40 or 50 Lines
(selectable by operator).
is the scatter symbol and pays on
any position on screen.
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Base Game

substitutes for all symbols.

Jester´s Follies

Join the crazy monkey and the jester in this
entertaining game, and let’s see how much
you can win!

Free Games

Volatility
RTP (%): 89/90/92–97 (each step 1%)

Wild
substitutes for all symbols except

.

Free Games
3 or more scattered
award 5 free games.
For each triggering
the player is
awarded to pick additional free games,
extra wilds or bonus symbols.
Extra Coins may be awarded after the player
has picked his coins.

Bonus symbols pay credit prizes during free
games:
- E ach
or
on screen pays 2 times
total bet.
- E ach
,
or
on screen pays
1 time total bet.
- 3 or more
award additional free
games.
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Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/95/96/97

Ka-Boom

Who can resist the lure of fireworks lighting
up the night sky? In this explosive game,
seek out the rockets and other symbols,
and let the wins erupt from the screen with
a big bang!

Base Game

Ka-Boom Bonus

5 Reels.
5 Lines.

Wild
substitutes for all symbols.

2x
on reel 1 and 5 trigger the KaBoom Bonus.
All symbols on the screen explode and
award random prizes in range from 1x
total bet to 20x total bet.

Volatility
RTP (%): 88–97 (each step 1%)

Lost Temple

Don’t get lost in the wild jungle. Discover
the lost temple, earn a lot of free games
and celebrate well!

Base Game

Free Games

5 Reels.
10 Lines.
is scattered and pays on any position
on screen.

3x, 4x or 5x

trigger 10 free games.

Free games can be retriggered.
During feature

and

are both

wild and scatter.

Wild
substitutes for all symbols except
.

Volatility
RTP (%): 85–98 (each step 1%)

King´s Tower

This classical three-reel game is
characterised by a special feature
during free games. Climb the tower and
experience this spectacle!

Base Game
3 Reels.
5 Lines.

Free Games
3x
anywhere on screen
triggers up to 12 free games.
The player selects one reel to reveal the
number of won free games.
The selected reel is wild during the free
games for all symbols except
.

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Magic Mirror Deluxe II

Dive through the magic mirror and fall
headlong into another reality, in a fantasy
game that leaves nothing to be desired. The
world of wonder will leave you enraptured.

Base Game
5 Reels.
10 or 20 Lines
(selectable by operator).
is scattered and pays on any
position on screen.

Wild
substitutes for all symbols.
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Free Games
3x, 4x or 5x scattered
award 10 free games.
One special expanding symbol is randomly selected
at the beginning of the free games.
During free games each special symbol expands to
cover 3 positions on the reel and pays scattered.
In free game play additional free games can be won.
If additional free games are won during free games,
additional special expanding symbols are randomly
selected for each re-trigger.
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Magic Monk Rasputin

The most precious icons of Rasputin are
your tools to place your bet. Diamond rings
and golden crowns are your symbols to let
the cashpot grow.

Base Game
3 Reels.
5 Lines.

Volatility
RTP (%): 88/90/92–98 (each step 1%)

Feature
Each win translates into steps on the 		
corresponding tower.
Won steps set corresponding tower higher.
Cashpot is sum of tower values.
Cashpot can be taken any time.
Rasputin resets all towers.

Volatility
RTP (%): 85–98 (each step 1%)

Mighty & Frooty

Be careful when playing with wild creatures!
But if you manage to charm the beautiful
animals, big wins are waiting only for you.

Base Game

Free Games

3 Reels.
5 Lines.
is scattered and pays on any
position on screen.

3x
anywhere on screen trigger the
feature.
The player selects one reel to reveal the number
of won free games.
Up to 12 free games can be won.
The selected reel is WILD during the free games
for all symbols except .

:

ilable as

also ava

Volatility
RTP (%): 85–98 (each step 1%)

Merkur Magnus

Among the classic fruit symbols the shining
Merkur sun awaits you in this vibrant game.
Seek it out for top wins.
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Base Game
5 Reels.
5 Lines.

ruits 20
Multi F

Multi Fruits

Plump plums, juicy oranges, mouthwatering
watermelons and sour lemons are
ingredients of our fruit salad. Collect them
all to reach the rewin feature.

:

ilable as

also ava

ruits 40
Multi F

Base Game
5 Reels.
5 or 10 Lines.
is scattered and pays on any
position on screen.

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Feature
The entire reels 1, 2 and 3 show the same
symbol, the Rewin Feature starts.
Besides the current linewin the player
gets winrepeater from 0 to 7.
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Volatility

Multi Supreme 81

Let the lucky number 7 symbol show you
81 ways to be your guide to big winning
combinations.

RTP (%): 90–98

Base Game
4 Reels.
81 Lines.
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is wild and substitutes for all
symbols.
Each
in a winning
combination multiplies the win x2.

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Multi Wild

Juicy, fresh, vitamin-rich fruits are not only
good for your health, but also for your
pleasure in playing. 81 ways lead to big
wins and give boredom no chance.

Wild

Base Game
4 Reels.
81 Ways.

Wild
substitutes for all symbols.
1x, 2x or 3x
in a winning
combination multiply the win by 2, 4 or 8
respectively.

Multi Wild Deluxe Red

Juicy, fresh, vitamin-rich fruits are not only
good for your health, but also for your
pleasure in playing. 81 ways lead to big
wins and give boredom no chance.

Base Game
4 Reels.
81 Ways.

Wild
substitutes for all symbols.
1x, 2x or 3x
in a winning
combination multiply the win by 2, 4 or 8
respectively.
Wins will be payed left to right and right
to left.

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Multi Wild Red

Juicy, fresh, vitamin-rich – fruits are not
only good for your health, but also for your
pleasure in playing. 81 ways lead to big
wins and give boredom no chance.

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Base Game
4 Reels.
81 Ways.

Free Game
substitutes for all symbols.
1x, 2x or 3x
in a winning
combination multiply the win by 2, 4 or 8
respectively.
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Volatility
RTP (%): 82/88–97 (each step 1%)

Odin

As the most important figure of the Nordic
mythology Figure of Nordic is in search
of knowledge, truth and clarity. Within
this game you are also on a search, but a
search for big wins. The feature and the
free games can help you to find it.

Base Game

Feature

5 Reels.
20 Lines.

3x
on reel 1 trigger feature.
2 respins, where all
and
will be
held.

Wild

Base Game
5 Reels.
30 Lines (selectable by operator).
 is the scatter symbol.
 is stacked in base game.

Wild
substitutes for all symbols except  .
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.

3x scattered
10 free games.

In this legendary world of spirits, primordial
forces and mythical rebirth, seek out the
phoenix and the dragon. Try to catch both
to earn free games.

Free Games
3 or more award up to 100 free games.
 is stacked in free games.

Base Game

Free Games

5 Reels.
	10, 20, 30, 40 or 50 Lines
(selectable by operator).
/
appears on reel 1 and 5 only.

and
on reel 1 and 5 trigger
2 free games.
Select between ‘Phoenix Spins’ (extra wild
symbols on reels 1 to 4) and ‘Dragon Spins’
(reels 3, 4 and 5 are wild).

Wild

on reel 1, 2 and 3 award

Volatility
RTP (%): 82/88–97 (each step 1%)

Pharao’s Riches

Find the treasure that is hidden in the
depth of the pyramids in ancient Egypt.

Phoenix & Dragon

Free Games
substitutes for all symbols except

Volatility
RTP (%): 85–98 (each step 1%)

	
and
are wild and substitute
for all symbols.

Volatility
RTP (%): 85–98 (each step 1%)

Pirates Arrr Us

Conquer the ocean and follow the pirate to
find the golden coins that can mean a big
treasure.

Base Game
5 Reels.
10, 20, 30, 40 or 50 Lines
(selectable by operator).
is scattered and pays on any
position on screen.

Wild
substitutes for all symbols except

.

Free Games
3 or more scattered
award 5 free
games.
For each triggering
the player is awarded
to pick additional free games, extra wilds or
bonus symbols.

Extra coins may be awarded after the player
has picked his coins.
Bonus symbols pay credit prizes during free
games:
Each or on screen pays 2 times
total bet.
Each ,
or on screen pays 1
time total bet.
3 or more
award additional 5 free
games.
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Volatility

Pixielicious

Welcome to the land of the pixie king and
his heavenly sun and moon pixie assistants.
They all will help you during the free games
to receive your own pixie treasure.

Base Game
5 Reels.
5, 10. 20, 30, 40 or 50 Lines.

RTP (%): 85–98

Wild
is wild and substitutes for all symbols,
except
.

Feature
The feature is triggered by 2 or more
from
left to right, starting from the furthest left reel.
2, 3, 4, or 5
trigger 3, 7, 15, or 30 free
games respectively.
The player can choose 1 of 2 features:

Volatility
RTP (%): 85–98 (each step 1%)

Pyramid of Power

The ancient pyramids have long held secrets
lost to mankind. Inside this ancient world,
the Pharaoh will show you the mystical
Pyramid of Power. Let’s see how much you
can win!
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SUN SPINS:
- In each free game,
flies over the
		 reels and randomly converts symbol
		 positions into wilds.
MOON SPINS:
- In each free game,
flies over the
		 reels and randomly converts 2 reels into
		 wild.
substitute for all symbols.
Free games cannot be retriggered.

Base Game

Wild

16 Lines.
All wins from bottom to top.

substitutes for all symbols.
expands and transforms above into
wild.

Volatility
RTP (%): 89/90/92–97 (each step 1%)

Pyramids Deluxe

For thousands of years, the largest structures
on earth were pyramids.

Base Game
5 Reels.
10 Lines.

Wild
substitutes for all symbols except

.

Free Games
3 or more
award 10 free games.
During free games
becomes wild.
Free games can be retriggered.

Volatility
RTP (%): 85–98 (each step 1%)

Queen's Citadel

Conquer the queen’s citadel – if you
succeed, big wins will await you behind
the massive walls.

Base Game
3 Reels.
5 Lines.

Free Games
3x
anywhere on screen triggers the
feature.
The player must select a bonus symbol to
reveal the number of awarded free games.
In every free game 3 wild symbols, that
substitute every symbol except
, are
placed on the screen.
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Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/95/96/97

Random Joker

Play with delicious fruits and hope for the
lucky joker.

Base Game

Wild

5 Reels.
10 Lines.

substitutes for all symbols.

Random Feature
3x

Random Joker Supreme

Play this classy fruits game and wait for the
lucky supreme joker to boost your prize.

5 Reels.
10 Lines.

Wild
is wild and substitutes for all symbols.
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Volatility
RTP (%): 82–97 (each step 1%)

Brilliant Sparkle

Diamonds are a girl’s best friend and you’ll
discover why in this thrilling game that
surrounds you with endless precious jewels.
If your win is not big enough you can risk
and win to boost your prize.

Base Game
4 Reels + 1 extra reel, up to 81 lines.
The number of active lines is randomly
selected at the beginning of the game.

on reel 5 trigger the Random Bonus.
are placed randomly on the reels.
substitutes for all symbols.

Random Lines:

Volatility

Base Game

Random Lines:

RTP (%): 82-97

Feature
A full stack of
on the last reel awards 		
Random Joker Feature.
During the feature all
symbols are
replaced by
and are randomly placed
on the other reels.
The
substitutes for all other symbols.

Volatility
RTP (%): 85–97 (each step 1%)

City Lights

We've compiled a considerable menu to
whet your appetite. City Lights will satisfy
your thirst and hunger for a nice prize.

Base Game
4 Reels + 1 extra reel, up to 81 lines.
The number of active lines is randomly
selected at the beginning of the game.
substitutes for all symbols.
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Random Lines:

Volatility
RTP (%): 85–97 (each step 1%)

Saludo de Muertos

The greetings of the dead have never been
more animated to make a big catch. This
bet certainly won't be your very last.
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Have some fun at the roulette table!

Base Game

Volatility
RTP (%): 90-96

Base Game
5 Reels.
5 or 10 Lines.

Base Game
Double Zero Roulette.
One click selection for orphelins, zero 		
game, big series and 5/8 series games.

4 Reels + 1 extra reel, up to 81 lines.
The number of active lines is randomly
selected at the beginning of the game.
substitutes for all symbols.

Respin Chance

The golden bell of luck is ringing. Come
and play this fruity game of rocket respins.
Classy fruit symbols like cherry, plum,
orange and lemon can guarantee you high
profits.

Roulette

Respin Feature
If at least reel 1 and 2 show the same
symbol, they will be held and remaining
reels will respin.
Player gets additional respin, as long as
the number of full reels from left to right
increases.

Volatility

Savanna Stampede

Join us to an adventurous safari tour through
the hot savanna and meet our wild animals
like lions, buffallos, wild boars, zebras, birds
and meerkats. You will earn your money
easily during the Stampede spins.

RTP (%): 89–97

Base Game
5 Reels.
5, 10, 15, 20 or 25 Lines.

Wild
is wild and substitutes for all symbols,
except
.

Animal Stampede Feature
Randomly triggered Bonus Reels with
Animal Stampede Feature.

Free Game Feature
3, 4 or 5
appearing anywhere on screen
award 12, 15 and 20 free games respectively.
The Animal Stampede Feature occurs during
both the base and feature games.
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Volatility
RTP (%): 85–98 (each step 1%)

Sci-Donia

Free Games

In this futuristic world you can experience
that there are incredibly many ways to win.

Base Game
5 Reels.
100 Lines.

Wild
substitutes all symbols except
and
.

,

5 free games are awarded by the
combination
on any
horizontal line on the central 9 reel
positions.
During free games certain symbols
become bonus symbols, depending on the
triggering line.

Volatility
RTP (%): 82–97 (each step 1%)

Secret Area 81

Extra terrestrials make you afraid? Don´t
worry the nice colleague in this game helps
you to get high profits.

Base Game
4 Reels.
81 Lines.

Wild
is wild and substitutes for
all symbols.
appears only during randomly
triggered UFO visit feature.
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Every single bonus symbol on screen pays
prize:
➞ T op line:
and
pay 2 x total bet.
➞ Middle line:
and
pay 1 x total bet.
➞ Bottom line:
and
pay 1 x
total bet.
Free games can be retriggered.

Feature
In each spin an UFO may appear and
replace randomly chosen positions on the
reels with
.
At the end of every win evalution an may
appear, shoot the win meter and multiply
it randomly x2, x3 or x5.

Volatility
RTP (%): 85–97 (each step 1%)

Septagem

The gems do not only raise steam but also
provide wins!

Base Game
7 Reels.
Wins will be payed due to the amount of
gems appearing.

Volatility

Sevens Kraze 2

Fruits and stars – what a lucky winning
combination. They all will guide your way
through the free game feature in order to find
multiple wins.

RTP (%): 82–97

Base Game
5 Reels.
10 Lines.

Wild

Free Games
3 or more
anywhere on the screen
trigger 10 free games.
During the feature the
are stacked.
Free games can be retriggered.

is wild and substitutes for all symbols,
except
.
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Volatility
RTP (%): 82/85–97 (each step 1%)

Sevens Kraze

Let the gleaming cash-fruits guide your way
through this magical universe, in order to
find multiple wins.

Base Game
5 Reels.
10 Lines.
Scattered

Spirit of Asia

Wild
substitutes for all symbols except
pays on any position.

.

You are enthusiastic about Asian culture
and can identify with it? Then dive into this
wonderful world and see how much you
can win.

Free Games
3 or more scattered
trigger 15 free games.
During free games
is stacked.
Free games can be retriggered.

Volatility
RTP (%): 85–97 (each step 1%)

Sindbad

Join an exciting adventure in the land
the 1,001 nights and discover oriental
treasures.

Wild

Base Game

Free Games

7 Reels.
60 Lines.
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substitutes for all symbols, except
appears on reel 5, 6 and 7 only.

Three kinds of feature:
· Matching symbol:
		 - Same symbol on reel 1, 2, 3 and 4
awards free games.

.

		 - T he 4 trigger symbols will be locked.
· Wild feature:
		 - 3 x
awards free games with
"moving wilds".
· Combined feature:
		 - Both features can be triggered at the
same time and 20 free games are
awarded.

sia 50
irit of A

Sp

Base Game

Volatility
RTP (%): 92/94/96/98

Jackpot

5 Reels.
50 Lines (selectable by operator).
substitutes all symbols.
is a 2x2 symbol.

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Spirit of Nature

The animals of the wilderness will
help you to achieve big wins. Do not
hesitate to start the adventure.

:

ilable as

also ava

Base Game
5 Reels.
40 Lines.

Surrounding Wild
substitues all neighbouring symbols
into wild.
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Volatility
Volatility

Spirit of the South

You want to spend your evening in a nice
Jazz bar. Then lean back and let the music
play.

with 10 Lines
with 20 and 40 Lines

RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Base Game

Wild

5 Reels.
10, 20 or 40 Lines
(selectable by oparator).

is scatter and pays at any position
on screen.
substitutes all symbols, except
.

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Super 7 Reels

Super7Reels marries old and new in a
thrilling example of classic fruit gaming.
Take on the exciting risk features to win
big!

Jump Joker

Base Game
5 Reels.
5, 10 or 20 Lines (selectable by operator).
is the scatter symbol and pays on any
position on screen.
All wins count from left to right, right
to left and middle reels!

on reel 1 and 5 initiates the Jump Feature.
substitutes for all symbols, except
.

Volatility
RTP (%): 85–98 (each step 1%)

Spirits of the East

Discover the eastern side of the world and
go on a journey with dragons, beautiful
sculptures and interesting people.

Base Game
5 Reels.
100 Lines.
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Wild
substitutes all symbols except
,
and
.

Free Games
5 free games are awarded by the combination
on any horizontal line
on the central 9 reel positions.

During free games: Certain symbols become
Bonus symbols, depending on the triggering line.
Every single bonus symbol on screen pays a prize:
➞ Top line:
,
pay 2x total bet.
➞ Middle line:
,
pay 1x total bet.
➞ Bottom line:
,
pay 1x total bet.
Each combination
+
+
on any horizontal line on the central 9 reel
positions award 5 additional free games.

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Super 7 Reels Wild

Super7Reels marries old and new in a
thrilling example of classic fruit gaming.

Base Game
5 Reels.
5, 10, 20 or 40 Lines
(selectable by operator).
substitutes all symbols.
appears on reel 2, 3 and 4.
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:

ilable as

also ava

0
Tiara 2

Tiara

Tiaras have always been associated with
royalty, glamour and beauty. Tiaras are also
known as diadems used to adorn the heads
of nobilities. Now it´s your turn to become
a royal.

:

ilable as

also ava

0
Tiara 4

Base Game
5 Reels.
10 Lines.

Base Game
5 Reels.
100 Lines.
and
are scattered symbol.
is background symbol.

Jackpot
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Tiara Feature
on reel 5 triggers Tiara Feature.
expands to cover entire reel.
During the course of 4 consecutives free
spins the stacked
is moving one reel
to the left on each spin.
substitutes for all symbols.

Volatility
RTP (%): 92/94/96/98

Tortuga

Sail across the seven seas with the Tortuga
crew. While navigating through the open sea
you make your route to find the hero jackpot.

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Free Games
5x
award 5 free spins.
All symbols with a black shadow change to
on the reel strip.
All symbols involved in the Triggercombination turn to
on the reel strip.
substitutes for all symbols except
.

Volatility
RTP (%): 89/90/92–97 (each step 1%)

Totem Chief

An Indian knows no pain! And so this brave
Indian goes with you to the hunt for the
high profits.

Base Game
5 Reels.
10 Lines.
substitutes for all symbols.

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Treasure Bay Deluxe

It’s time to go on a treasure hunt. The
beautiful pirate leads the way to find
golden nuggets and treasure chests which
will award free games.

Base Game
5 Reels.
10, 20, 30, 40 or 50 Lines
(selectable by operator).
is scattered and pays on any position
on screen.

Wild
substitutes for all symbols except

.

Free Games
3x

awards 10 free games.
is stacked during free games.
Free games can be retriggered.
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Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Treasure Up

Fruits are not only healthy…try to fill the
screen with one fruit and start the feature.

Base Game
3 Reels.
5 Lines.

Rewin Feature
9x
, 9x
, 9x
or 9x
starts the Feature.
The amount of spins during the Rewin
Feature equals the amount of spins collected
on the Spin meter during base games.

Volatility
RTP (%): 89/90/92–97 (each step 1%)

Triple Flame

You like grilled fruits? Try to grill the
delicious fruits in this game with the help
of the three flames. Once the fruits have
reached the correct temperature you will
win re-spins.
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If the wheel stops on a green field, the player
will be awarded the amount of his previous
win in the base game.
If the wheel stops on a red field, the player
wins nothing.
The Spin Feature ends when the amount on
the Spin meter reaches 0.

Base Game
5 Reels.
10 Lines.

Wild
substitutes for all symbols.

Feature

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Triple Triple Chance

Our delicious fruit salad is made from sweet
cherries, juicy plums and other healthy
fruits. But it is lucky number seven that
brings you a rich profit.

Base Game

If the running light stops on a red field, the
feature will end.
The Rewin Feature will take place a
maximum of 9 times.

3 Reels.
5 Lines.

Rewin Feature
A full screen will start the Rewin Feature.
If the running light stops on a green field,
the player will be awarded the amount of
his previous win in the base game and the
feature will start over.

Volatility
RTP (%): 90–97 (each step 1%)

Ultra 7 Wild

Our usual fruit salad is enriched with some
lucky sevens. With a little luck you’ll find
the golden seven. With a bit more your
entire screen turns WILD!

Base Game
5 Reels.
40 Lines.

Wild
substitutes all symbols.
appears on reel 2, 3, 4 and 5 only.

expands and is held for respin.
Additional
awards another respin.
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MULTI-GAMES

MULTI -GAMES

Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/95/96/97

Under the Rainbow

Follow the little leprechaun to the end of
the rainbow and he will show you his pot
of gold.

Base Game

Free Games

5 Reels.
10 Lines.
is scattered and pays on any position.

3 or more scattered
trigger 10 free
games.
During free games additional
symbols may be placed on the reels.
Free games can be retriggered.

Wild
substitutes for all symbols except

Do you like the glamorous world of
diamonds and brilliants? Find the noble
woman between the diamonds – she
celebrates only for you!

Base Game
5 Reels.
5 Lines.
All prizes are for combinations left to
right and right to left.

Wild Supreme

The 7 is considered the number of
gambling. In this game, there are five
different sevens that will help you make big
profits.

Base Game

Wild

5 Reels.
5 Lines.

substitutes for all symbols.

.

Volatility
RTP (%): 85–98 (each step 1%)

Velvet Lounge

Volatility
RTP (%): 82–97 (each step 1%)

Feature Game
3 or more reels showing the same
symbol award 3 respins.
All triggering symbols are locked during
respins.
Every symbol of the same kind will also
become locked for the remaining respins.

Volatility
RTP (%): 85–98 (each step 1%)

Win City

Join our gang and dive into Win City! A
wincredible place where epic winnings
and plenty of winpressive adventures
are waiting for you. Select where your
personal mission takes place: Either in the
backstreets, the city hall or in the docks.
When it starts raining dollar bills you'll be
really winpressed!

Base Game
5 Reels.
10, 20, 30, 40 or 50 Lines
(selectable by operator).
is wild and substitute all symbols
except
.

Free Games
3x, 4x or 5x
trigger "The Mission"-Bonus
with 5, 10 or 20 free games respectively.
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3 out of 7 missions are randomly offered.

Bonus Alert
Is triggered randomly.
1x or more
,
,
randomly selected.

,

and

are

Wild Alert
Is triggered randomly.
1x or more , , ,
and
are
randomly selected and turned into WILD.
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MULTI-GAMES

MULTI -GAMES
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Volatility
RTP (%): 90/92/94/96

Zentaurus

From the Greek mythology the Zentaurus is
known as a wild and intractable character.
But in this game the Zentaurus will help
you to win big.

Base Game

Free Games

5 Reels.
20 Lines.

Wild
substitutes all symbols except

.

1x, 2x, 3x or 4x
in a winning
combination multiply the win by 2, 4, 8 or
16 respectively.
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3x
awards 10 free games.
During free games the Superspin Feature
is active.
Superspin Feature: winning symbols stay
and non winning symbols respin as long
as the total win increases from spin to spin.
Free games can be retriggered.
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SINGLE-GAMES

SINGLE-GAMES

Amulet of the Pharaoh

Great wealth and fame awaits those daring
enough to search for the Amulet of the
Pharaoh. Find the Pharaohs Mask that
bestows many pays. Encounter the Scroll
to win big and find the amulet for many
wild wins.

Base Game
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Feature

5 Reels.
30 Lines (fixed).
substitutes for all symbols except
and .

3x
trigger free games with no royals.
3x
trigger free games with additional
Wild symbols.

Volatility
RTP (%): 88–96 (each step 1%)

Baozang

Your moonlight treasure box awaits.
What’s your fortune? Peace, Prosperity,
Good Luck, Happiness? With four exciting
free-spin features, Baozang has it all!

Volatility
RTP (%): 88–96 (each step 1%)

Base Game
5 Reels.
30 Lines (fixed).
substitutes for all symbols when part
of a line win.

Feature
3x
trigger free games with no royals.
3x
trigger free games with added pays
for every
symbol.
3x
trigger free games with additional Wild
symbols.
3x
trigger free spins with reels 1 and 5
all Wild.

Volatility
RTP (%): 88–96 (each step 1%)

Immortal Emperor

What treasure lies in the pagodas of the
Immortal City? All that your heart desires
and more! See what favors the Immortal
Emperor will bestow upon you. What is
behind the fabled lions? Play Immortal
Emperor to find out.

Base Game

3x
trigger free games with added pays for
every
symbol.
3x
trigger free spins with reels 1 and 5 all Wild.

Volatility
RTP (%): 88–96 (each step 1%)

Immortal Empress

Can you win the favor of the Immortal
Empress? If you can, great treasure awaits.
With 2 free game bonuses and stacked
jackpots for the taking, the Immortal
Empress can give your heart all that it
desires.

Feature

5 Reels.
30 Lines (fixed).
substitutes for all symbols except
and
.

Base Game
5 Reels.
30 Lines (fixed).
substitutes for all symbols except
and
.

Feature
3x
trigger free games with added pays for
every
symbol.
3x
trigger free spins with reels 1 and 5
all Wild.
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SINGLE-GAMES

SINGLE-GAMES

Volatility
RTP (%): 88–96 (each step 1%)

Land of Charms

What charm brings you good fortune? The
four-leaf clover, horseshoe, a lucky coin or
maybe rainbow that leads to a pot of gold?
Land of Charms has an exciting free-spin
bonus for each. Catch the leprechaun and it
all can be yours!

5 Reels.
30 Lines (fixed).
substitutes for all symbols when part 		
of a line win.
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3x
trigger free games with no royals.
3x
trigger free games with added pays for
every
symbol.
3x
trigger free games with additional Wild
symbols.
3x
trigger free spins with reels 1
and 5 all Wild.

Volatility
RTP (%): 88–96 (each step 1%)

Legends of Troy

Head back to the time of the ancient
Greeks and witness their epic war for glory!
Fighting for honor and love, these soldiers
may soon perish, but their famous story will
live on forever. Take the journey towards
glory and riches as you battle alongside
great armies for the love of a woman.
Prepare your shield and sword in Legends
of Troy!

Feature

Base Game

Base Game
4 by 6 Reels.
50 Paylines.

Special Features
Scatter Bucks and Stacked Wilds.
is wild and substitutes for all symbols
except
.
Bonus Bet activates Scatter Bucks feature, which
pays amount indicated on
.

Feature
3x
4x

awards 7 additional free games.
awards 15 additional free games.
is wild and substitutes for all symbols
except
.

Volatility
RTP (%): 88–96 (each step 1%)

Taco Tuesday

Satisfy your hunger for big wins when
playing Taco Tuesday. It won’t be long
before the Taco Truck drives on by leaving
your pockets as full as your stomach. You
won’t be disappointed with what Pancho,
your chef, cooks up for bonuses. Leave
satisfied. Play Taco Tuedsay.

Base Game

Base Game
3 by 5 Reels.
243 Ways to Win.

3x
trigger free games with added pays for
every
symbol.
3x
trigger free spins with reels 1 and 5
all Wild.

Volatility
RTP (%): 88–96 (each step 1%)

Wellspring

The search has consumed your life yet you’ve
never given up. After all, if you discover what
you’re looking for, it will all be worth it. After
a long journey through uncharted territories,
you come across a beautiful waterfall where
She awaits. Have you finally discovered the
Fountain of Youth?

Free Games

5 Reels.
30 Lines (fixed).
substitutes for all symbols except
and
.

Special Feature
Bonus Select.
Wild symbol substitute for all symbols
except the
.
Wilds appearing in any position on the reels
awards a 2X, 3X, and 4X multiplier value.
If more than one wild appears, the sum of the
multiplier values is awarded.

Feature
3x
appearing anywhere on the
middle three reels starts the Bonus Select.
Wild substitute for all symbols.
When the Bonus Select is awarded, choose a
bonus multiplier option. During free games bonus
round, wilds appearing in any position on the reels
awards x3, x4, x5, x6, x9, x15, or x24 multiplier
values. If more than one wild appears, the sum of
the multiplier value is awarded.
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CASH HANDLING SYSTEMS

CASH HANDLING SYSTEMS

Cash-Center-Compact-7“ LCD Touch

Cash-Recycler-Compact

The compact Money changer solution for
Ticket Redemption and Sport Bet Handling

The most compact recycling-system

 Ticket redemption for casino and AGC markets

 Banknote recycling/dispensing via the Merkur
Dispenser 100 or JCM iPRO-RC (with recycler)

The NEW GeWeTe Cash-Protect-System

 Up to 200 coins in bulk and coin recycling
for up to two coin values

The GeWeTe Cash-Protect-System offers enhanced protection for monitoring and actively safeguards against
attacks to your cash handling system.

 Automated pay-in and pay-out of sports
betting slips
 Banknote and coin acceptance
 Small footprint
 Secure and efficient cash handling

 7“ inch LCD with touchscreen

 Money changing in all directions:
Banknotes to coins, coins to banknotes,
banknotes to banknotes and coins to coins

Cash-Recycler-Compact

Cash-Center-Compact-7“ LCD Touch
Width:
47 cm

Height:
170 cm

Depth:
51 cm

Weight:
230 kg

507 lbs

Width:
37 cm

Height:
165 cm

Depth:
46 cm

Weight:
160 kg

353 lbs

The GeWeTe Cash-Protect-System obstructs the attacker with
different mechanisms and sensor systems to reduce losses and
excessive damage. It increases the resistance time of the protected
Cash Handling system until the arrival of the authorities. This
system is active 24/7 against opening, sabotage and attack.
Protective properties:
 Patented, highly resistant composite protective housing
with integrated LED ambient lighting

Cash-Center-Compact

Mini-Coin-Recycler

The compact change machine for sports
betting, cashless systems and ticket systems

The money changer that makes changing
coins into banknotes child´s play...

 Patented multi-level sensor evaluation for the highest
possible false alarm security

 Automated pay-in and pay-out of sports
betting slips

 Banknote recycling via the Merkur Dispenser
100 or JCM iPRO-RC (with recycler)

 Security fog as an optical attack barrier – can be
activated repeatedly

 Safe and quick cash handling by high
quality equipment

 Up to 200 coins in bulk and coin recycling
for up to two coin values

 Volumetric sensors with 3D coverage area

 Any time overview of all statistic figures via
remote access

 Money changing in all directions:
Banknotes to coins, coins to banknotes,
banknotes to banknotes and coins to coins

 MEMS sensors with 3D algorithms for attack evaluation

 Less personnel required

 Sabotage- and vandalism-resistant detection sensors

 Processing barcodes and QR-Tickets
Width:
47 cm

Height:
170 cm

Depth:
51 cm

Weight:
230 kg

507 lbs

Width:
48 cm

Height:
170 cm

Depth:
46 cm

 Sabotage security through multiple housing monitoring
 Radio code keyboard with individual code issue for
flexible positioning at the protective area
 Optical and acoustic status display

Mini-Coin-Recycler

Cash-Center-Compact

 Assembly possible directly on the device or on the wall

Weight:
200 kg

441 lbs

Compatible with ANY
cash handling systems.
Can also be retrofitted.

Cash-Center-Compact-Casino

Cash-Recycler

The perfect cash handling solution
for the Casino sector

Cash-Recycler in combination
with PC and database technology

 Money changer with large note capacity
 Ticket handling / TITO

 Modular money changer system
with high-quality equipment

 Cash in / Cash out

 Coin recycling for up to two coin values

 Payout of all winning tickets

 Large 15“ LCD with touchscreen

 Connection to many Casino
Management Systems

 Modern PC and database technology
 Personnel accounts with account receipt

 Handling of player / customer cards
Cash-Recycler

Cash-Center-Compact-Casino
Width:
54 cm
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Height:
170 cm

Depth:
62 cm

Weight:
240 kg

529 lbs

Width:
73 cm

Height:
170 cm

Depth:
46 cm

Weight:
275 kg

606 lbs
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Innovation is our tradition.

www.merkur-gaming.com
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